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What’s Happening ... 
Hello Everyone, 

I have an important subject that needs to be discussed 

with the membership.  As some of you may have 

noticed we have had much more traffic in front of our 

property as well as our neighboring property just 

south of our field. This is primarily due to large 

numbers of the public visiting the fields of flowers 

that are currently in spring bloom around us.  It has 

been brought to my attention that we have had many 

instances of our members flying deep into our 

southern neighbors property over the past several 

weeks and we need to find a quick solution to prevent 

this from happening moving forward.  

I understand that this is more than likely not 

intentional on our part and I admit that I am probably 

guilty of inadvertently doing this myself many times 

with some of my longer jet approaches. The thing we 

need to keep in mind is that we Should Not be flying 

past the fence line of our property's boundaries 

especially considering that we now have 

potentially hundreds of people just on the other side 

of our southern fence.    

In an attempt to quickly address these overflight 

issues with the public as well as being a good 

neighbor I am requesting that all  flight pattern 

operations need to be biased more to the northern side 

of the field and to start your crosswind turns before 

reaching the southern end of the runway. This new 

modified pattern should give us a reasonable buffer in 

completing our turns before reaching the fence line 

and better our chances of avoiding any potential 

problems that could possibly jeopardize the clubs 

future if an accident were to occur.  I would also like 

to request that we have some volunteers at our 

southern fence line ( I will be there tomorrow doing 

this first thing when I arrive) with a flag to signal 

pilots if anyone is flying outside of our property line.  

Recently we have done a few tests with some of our 

members who were very surprised to learn that they 

had gone way past the southern fence, it really is 

closer than we all realize. If you happen to get 

flagged or if someone speaks with you about flying 

out of bounds please do not take it personally as we 

all need to adjust to these new flight conditions. If 

you have any creative ideas on how we can better 

address this issue moving forward please share 

your suggestions with one of the club officers or 

reach out to me directly.  

Thank you again for your understanding and help in 

preserving our club's future.   

 

Sincerely 

David Mosher 

PCC President. 

flypccpresident@gmail.com  

On the cover page is the map showing 

where are the NO FLY ZONE and 

DO NOT FLY IN THE RED AREA! 

A net is also erected  near the fence line to show you 

where the end of our FLY ZONE is. Stay on the 

North side of the fence. 

NEW Lock Combination 

New lock combination is in the work, all current 

members will receive the new combination in the 

email prior to the change over date. Check your 

email before you go out to fly. Please keep the 

combination to yourself and DO NOT give it out.  

Make sure you rotate the combination out  and close 

the lock after you unlock the lock. DO NOT 

LEAVE THE COMBINATION SHOWING ON 

THE LOCK! 

mailto:flypccpresident@gmail.com
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At PCC, we are still under the 

COVID restrictions. PCC members 

only, no guests and family members 

are allowed at the field. Masks are 

required and practice social 

distancing. Thank you for your 

cooperation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.flypcc.org 

Chetcuti Room 

Millbrae Library 

450 Poplar Avenue, Millbrae, Ca. 

March 17, 2021  7:30 p.m. 

Next Meeting…….. Field Rules Reminder 
Editor 

 
Just a friendly reminder of some of the PCC field 
rules. 

1. Smoking NOT allowed at the PCC field.  

 

 

 

2. NO Alcoholic  beverages can be consumed at the 
PCC field. 

3. PCC Flying field operation hours are from Sun-
rise to Sunset.  Field is closed to all activities from 
Sunset to Sunrise.  

 

                      

4. No Taxi in the pit. Walk the plane to the run-
way by holding onto the fin after engine started. 
No electric motor running in the pit. 

5. Keeping the field safe is the responsibility of 
every PCC members. Be courtesy to each other. 

6. Slow down when driving into and 
leaving the field, Maximum speed 3-
7/8 mph.  If you see dust (or splashes) 
in your rear view mirror, you are 
driving too fast. Same go for entering 
the highway, do not kick up the rocks, 
we paid good money for them! 

7. Lock the gate when you are the last 
one out. Close the shackle and rotate 
the dials so the unlock code is not visi-
ble.  

8. Keep the PCC clean by removing all the trash 
from the field, take home what your bring to the 
field; including all trash (your own or someone 
else's), broken airplanes/parts and young children. 

 PCC membership badge MUST BE 
displayed on you while you are at the 
field. Remember "NO BADGE, NO 
FLY" rule applies 24/7/365 at PCC.  

No Exception! 
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Important Field Notice  

Dogs are no longer permitted 

at PCC 
As some of you may have heard we had an incident at 

the field this weekend where a PCC member was 

unfortunately bitten on the leg by another member's 

dog. Fortunately the member who was bitten is doing 

ok all things considered but this easily could have 

been much worse if a child was involved. I know that 

some may think that their dogs would never bite 

anyone under any circumstance but in this situation 

the dog bit someone from behind without any 

warning. 

As a result of this incident and careful consideration 

of the potential risks to members as well as the public 

(not to mention the serious liability issues that could 

jeopardize the club) it is clear that I have no choice 

but to make the decision that dogs will no longer be 

allowed on PCC at anytime even if on a leash or 

mussel. To be clear dogs also cannot be left in 

vehicles while you are flying as you realistically can 

not guarantee that they will not get out of the vehicle 

while you are loading/unloading equipment not to 

mention that it is inhumane to leave animals locked in 

vehicles on a hot day. 

Once again am truly sorry for our members who were 

affected by this unfortunate incident as it is difficult 

for everyone involved. As always please feel free to 

reach out to me directly if you have any questions or 

concerns. 

Thank You. 

David Mosher 

PCC President 

flypccpresident@gmail.com 

AMA and Remote ID 

I received an email from one of SAM21 members, 

Sam Niece, he forwarded this information to me. 

From: Chad Budreau <chadb@modelaircraft.org> 

Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2021 11:39 AM 

To: W. Samuel Niece <sniece@xxxxxxxx.com> 

Subject: RE: Remote ID broadcast modules or older (non

-standard) UAS 

 

We have a team within AMA working directly with 

manufacturers to ensure these broadcast modules are small 

and affordable.   Preliminary feedback is that these will be 

about the size of a postage stamp and weigh only 

grams.  Of course if you fly at a flying field, you don’t 

have to use a broadcast module – but we recognize not all 

members fly at a flying field.  

Chad 

Borrowed from SAM21 Clipper, March 2021. 

FAA-Recognized Identification Area (FRIA) 

Drones Without Remote ID 

• Drones without Remote ID can operate 
without broadcasting 

• Drones without Remote ID must operate 
within visual line of sight and within 
the FRIA 

• Anyone can fly there, but FRIAs can only be 

requested by community-based 

organizations and educational institutions 

All drones must be registered, except those 

that weigh .55 pounds or less (less than 250 

grams) and are flown exclusively under the 

Exception for Recreational Flyers. 

mailto:flypccpresident@gmail.com
mailto:chadb@modelaircraft.org
mailto:sniece@rallsgruber.com
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How Servos Work? 
From ServoCity Website 

The purpose of this information is to give an 

overview of how servos operate and how to 

communicate with them. Though we have taken steps 

to assure the quality of information here, ServoCity 

makes no guarantees about the information presented. 

ServoCity cannot be held liable or accountable for 

any use or misuse of the provided information. 

 

Servos are controlled by sending them a pulse of 

variable width. The control wire is used to send this 

pulse. The parameters for this pulse are that it has a 

minimum pulse, a maximum pulse, and a repetition 

rate. Given the rotation constraints of the servo, 

neutral is defined to be the position where the servo 

has exactly the same amount of potential rotation in 

the clockwise direction as it does in the counter 

clockwise direction. It is important to note that 

different servos will have different constraints on 

their rotation but they all have a neutral position, and 

that position is always around 1.5 milliseconds (ms). 

 

The angle is determined by the duration of a pulse 

that is applied to the control wire. This is called Pulse 

width Modulation. The servo expects to see a pulse 

every 20 ms. The length of the pulse will determine 

how far the motor turns. For example, a 1.5 ms pulse 

will make the motor turn to the 90 degree position 

(neutral position).  

When these servos are commanded to move they will 

move to the position and hold that position. If an 

external force pushes against the servo while the 

servo is holding a position, the servo will resist from 

moving out of that position. The maximum amount 

of force the servo can exert is the torque rating of the 

servo. Servos will not hold their position forever 

though; the position pulse must be repeated to 

instruct the servo to stay in position. 

When a pulse is sent to a servo that is less than 1.5 

ms the servo rotates to a position and holds its output 

shaft some number of degrees counterclockwise from 

the neutral point. When the pulse is wider than 1.5 

ms the opposite occurs. The minimal width and the 

maximum width of pulse that will command the 

servo to turn to a valid position are functions of each 

servo. Different brands, and even different servos of 

the same brand, will have different maximum and 

minimums. Generally the minimum pulse will be 

about 1 ms wide and the maximum pulse will be 2 

ms wide. 

 

Another parameter that varies from servo to servo is 

the turn rate. This is the time it takes from the servo 

to change from one position to another. The worst 

case turning time is when the servo is holding at the 

minimum rotation and it is commanded to go to 

maximum rotation. This can take several seconds on 

very high torque servos! 
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Membership Renewal 
Check your AMA card for the expiration dates. Not 

all have the December 31 expiration date. The newer 

AMA members have different dates. Make sure you 

are current AMA members, or you can fly at PCC.  

Same goes for your PCC membership. Both your 

AMA and PCC memberships should be expired on 

the same day; except if you have a lifetime AMA 

membership. 

AMA membership can be renewed on-line. 

https://www.modelaircraft.org/membership/enroll     

click on the left box "Renew A Membership" blue 

box and follow the instruction. You might to regis-

tered first. 

Ladybug is urging Bob to hurry up! PC: Harold H.

Information off  FB. 
RC Soaring Diaries 

March 10 at 5:32 AM  ·  

Tip for the day: 

Some valuable info here. 

I was taught this a long time ago. 

This helps you get the best torque and resolution out 

of your servo, coupled with a longer distance for your 

control surface horn. (Usually it’s somewhere around 

2:1) 

I see so many planes set-up with such bad geometry 

on their servo arm / control surface connections and 

then jusy dialed down in the radio settings. This loses 

torque and resolution not utilizing the full force and 

precision of the servo. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brian Chan 

Also remember “action and reaction”! How well is 

the servo mounted to the wing or fuselage! If you 

mounting point is not strong enough to handle the 

power of the servo, then it can’t not transfer the 

power to the control surfaces! 

Michael Berends 

Also the length of your control horn on your control 

surface; Longer the better... ideally set up so that you 

use the full throw of your servo to get the deflection 

angle you need. 

Having a shorter arm on the control surface and 

reducing throw in your radio just reduces torque and 

also resolution. 

Brian Chan 

Yup! Also don’t use the tx to adjust the center. Do it 

mechanically first! 

Michael Berends 

Yep! Everything should be mechanically correct 

before diving into your radio programming. 

 

End of an Era 

J&M Hobby House will be closing it’s door 

for the last time on March 31
st
, 2021.  

Thank You, Pam & Cliff for your 42 years of 

service to our hobby community. J&M 

Hobby House has been a great supporter of 

PCC activities! 

https://www.facebook.com/rcsoaringdiaries/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZXJAXGkApoqegL1RqOsAeu7jKTplNnn7T42M4yDa3Gnf74grb0harEPOckGhJpGgxTZys2WNO-J08ZsbrWmLGjFonKV383IsBdzDpFzFPmYzTb38m9jMDzGRQhKPuncQ64NSnKwJ1on6QC5OGbszp8GYJIAOaMq5zCld9XFh9rOoqvfzXFwEQFbMwbPbXi1mfpmj4zqn
https://www.facebook.com/rcsoaringdiaries/posts/724262114907989?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZXJAXGkApoqegL1RqOsAeu7jKTplNnn7T42M4yDa3Gnf74grb0harEPOckGhJpGgxTZys2WNO-J08ZsbrWmLGjFonKV383IsBdzDpFzFPmYzTb38m9jMDzGRQhKPuncQ64NSnKwJ1on6QC5OGbszp8GYJIAOaMq5zCld9XFh9rOoqvfzXFw
https://www.facebook.com/groups/168111893736727/user/1827463492/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZXJAXGkApoqegL1RqOsAeu7jKTplNnn7T42M4yDa3Gnf74grb0harEPOckGhJpGgxTZys2WNO-J08ZsbrWmLGjFonKV383IsBdzDpFzFPmYzTb38m9jMDzGRQhKPuncQ64NSnKwJ1on6QC5OGbszp8GYJIAOaMq5zCld9XFh9rOoqvfzXF
https://www.facebook.com/groups/168111893736727/user/597130930/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZXJAXGkApoqegL1RqOsAeu7jKTplNnn7T42M4yDa3Gnf74grb0harEPOckGhJpGgxTZys2WNO-J08ZsbrWmLGjFonKV383IsBdzDpFzFPmYzTb38m9jMDzGRQhKPuncQ64NSnKwJ1on6QC5OGbszp8GYJIAOaMq5zCld9XFh9rOoqvfzXFw
https://www.facebook.com/groups/168111893736727/user/1827463492/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZXJAXGkApoqegL1RqOsAeu7jKTplNnn7T42M4yDa3Gnf74grb0harEPOckGhJpGgxTZys2WNO-J08ZsbrWmLGjFonKV383IsBdzDpFzFPmYzTb38m9jMDzGRQhKPuncQ64NSnKwJ1on6QC5OGbszp8GYJIAOaMq5zCld9XFh9rOoqvfzXF
https://www.facebook.com/groups/168111893736727/user/597130930/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZXJAXGkApoqegL1RqOsAeu7jKTplNnn7T42M4yDa3Gnf74grb0harEPOckGhJpGgxTZys2WNO-J08ZsbrWmLGjFonKV383IsBdzDpFzFPmYzTb38m9jMDzGRQhKPuncQ64NSnKwJ1on6QC5OGbszp8GYJIAOaMq5zCld9XFh9rOoqvfzXFw
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Let there be shade…. 

The cover is back, after spending sometime to 

get it stitched up again. Time to put it up. 

Jeff  and Richard B (not pictured) are ready to 

hoist the cover back up the frame. 

With Dave S and Cruz on one side, Roberto and 

Melanie on the opposite side. They get the cover 

laced onto the frame. 
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Flying Field Sightings…. 

Look who is flying again, Ray Q  with his  Freewing 

Stinger EDF. 

Here is Bruce, flying his Flex Innovation QQ Extra 

300. 

Ken T’s Quarter Scale Nieuport 17 built from a 

BalsaUSA kit. It has a O.S. FA-160 4Cy twin 

converted to use electronic glow ignition system. Ken 

said it cuts the fuel consumption to about 50% of the 

original design. 
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More  Sightings... 

It was a sight to see with both Gary Leopold’s planes 

flying the same sky again . Bob K flew the Clipper

(bottom) and Mark H flew the San Jose (top). 

Miles and Jim R, Miles is helping his father in the 

art of flying. 

Mark H flying one of his own design electric glider, 

it utilized the wing from a Radian electric glider and 

that is not a wing from the Hobie Hawk! 

Would you use this battery?   
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Just One More….. 

It snowed in Half Moon Bay in March 2011, not 

much but about 1/4”! It made national news! 

Member’s Project 

 
This is built by Burt R. In his own words:  

“Here's what I have been working on for the 

past few months. The decals were barely use-

able, but I used them anyway. This was a 

model kit that was given to me... so I made 

the best of it. It is made by Fujimi and is 1/72 

scale. Wingspan is a whopping 6-1/2". Some 

of the parts are so small, they are hard to 

hold and place into position.” 

If you feel the urge to attend a Swap Meet, this is 

the Grand Daddy of Swap Meet. It maybe a bit far to 

drive for some but they have STUFF! BTDT! 


